
ABSTRACT 

Preference and Efficacy of Concurrent Schedules 

of Reinforcement in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

Regan Weston, M.A. 

Mentor: Tonya N. Davis, Ph.D. 

A review of the literature highlighted a lack of research that measured the effects 

and preference of two or more reinforcement schedules that possess a constant magnitude 

and varied distribution. The current study replicates and extends the procedures of 

DeLeon, et al (2014) by comparing two different schedules of reinforcement in children 

with autism spectrum disorder who possess limited functional communication skills. 

Participants were exposed to long interval and short interval schedules of reinforcement 

in an alternating fashion to measure the rate of responding during both schedules. 

Additionally, a concurrent choice analysis was conducted to determine whether a 

preference for one schedule of reinforcement emerged for each participant after 

continued exposure. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Applied Behavior Analysis 

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) is a scientific approach for discovering 

environmental variables that reliably influence socially significant behavior and for 

developing a technology of behavior change that takes practical advantage of those 

discoveries (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). ABA derives from the foundational work 

of John Watson in his preliminary investigations regarding stimulus-response 

relationships. Through his initial research and attempt to direct the field of psychology 

into a systematic science of behavior, in which practitioners would objectively observe 

behaviors evoked by stimuli in the natural environment, Watson laid the foundation for 

behaviorism which set the stage for the development of the experimental analysis of 

behavior by B.F. Skinner’s The Behavior of Organisms (Cooper, et al., 2007). While 

basic and laboratory research is conducted under this specific branch of the science of 

behavior, it is applied to socially significant problems in society through the use of ABA 

(Wolf, 1978). ABA is an objective approach to behavior change in which socially 

significant issues are approached by applying constructive, evidence-based practices, 

which best suit the individual. 

Bear, Wolf, and Risley (1968) defined seven dimensions of ABA that set the 

groundwork for all significant research and applied practice. The first dimension requires 

that the work of a behavior analyst be applied, in that what is being improved upon is 
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important to the person(s) who will be affected. Secondly, ABA research must be 

behavioral in nature, by focusing on what an organism does, rather than what an 

organism thinks, says, or intends to do. The work of a behavior analyst must be analytic 

in nature, which allows for determining whether the intervention was responsible for the 

occurrence or non-occurrence of the behavior in question. The practitioner must describe 

in detail the techniques that were used to evoke a change in behavior in order to fulfill the 

fourth dimension, that behavior analysis be technological in nature. The sixth dimension 

requires the work of the behavior analyst to be conceptually systematic, in that its 

relevance to the basic behavior principles must be evident. In other words, the 

practitioner must explain what they are doing using behavioral terms. The work of a 

behavior analyst must be effective, by successfully accomplishing what it originally 

sought to achieve. Finally, the findings of one behavior analyst must be able to 

generalize across organisms, laboratories and practitioners so that their findings fit into 

the seventh dimension, which is that the results be generalizable (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 

1968). 

Researchers in behavior analysis have spent the last several decades attempting to 

discover techniques for changing behavior that adhere to the seven dimensions listed 

above while making socially significant contributions to society. One technique in 

particular that stands out as being highly effective and is supported by years of evidence 

through research is the principle of reinforcement (Hall, Lund, & Jackson, 1968; Cooper 

et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2014; Hernstein, 1961; Mallot & Trojan Suarez, 2004). 

Reinforcement has been defined in the literature as a behavior principle in which a 

specific consequence occurs after a behavior is emitted that leads to an increase in the 
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future frequency of that behavior (Cooper et al., 2007). The principle of reinforcement 

can be identified more specifically as positive or negative reinforcement. In positive 

reinforcement, a specific consequence is added to the environment, which causes an 

increase in the future frequency of the behavior, which produced this consequence. A 

common example of positive reinforcement in our society is being paid to work. 

Employees who go to work every day will receive wages for the hours they work, which 

accounts for why they continue to go to work. If an employee were to stop getting paid, 

this employee would stop coming to work. Therefore, the behavior of working is 

positively reinforced by the addition of a paycheck at the end of a pre-determined period 

of time. Negative reinforcement is similar to positive reinforcement in that it leads to an 

increase in the future frequency of a behavior, but differs in the fact that the behavior that 

is increased contributes to the removal of an aversive stimulus or consequence (Iwata, 

1987). For example, when an employee completes a daily report ahead of schedule, they 

are allowed to leave work early. In the future, this employee continues to complete their 

reports early. That is, the aversive stimulus of working late is removed contingent upon 

early report completion. 

Reinforcement 

A review of current literature on evidence based procedures conducted by Wong 

and colleagues (2014) shows that reinforcement is one of the most common and well- 

known strategies used in behavior change interventions. Because of its presence in many 

different intervention packages used today, it is important that the concept of 

reinforcement be understood, not only in its most basic form, but also on a level that 

helps to identify under what conditions reinforcement is most effective and can best 
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contribute to the learning environment. In order to identify the way which reinforcement 

can be delivered most effectively, two considerations should be addressed. The first 

being those factors which influence reinforcer effectiveness, such as the magnitude of 

reinforcement, the type of delivery schedule, or the response effort required by the 

individual. A second consideration is the preference of the individual. One way 

researchers have attempted to learn more about these particular effects on reinforcement 

has been to systematically manipulate certain factors of reinforcement delivery then 

measure the effect such manipulations have on the behavior being reinforced (Sran & 

Borrero, 2010; Ward-Horner et al., 2014). One specific manipulation of reinforcement 

that has been investigated is the schedule on which reinforcement is delivered (Fienup et 

al., 2011; Ward-Horner et al., 2014; DeLeon et al., 2014). 

Schedules of Reinforcement 

Reinforcement can be delivered on various schedules. In other words, 

reinforcement may be delivered specifically on a number or duration of responses 

(Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). Schedules of reinforcement allow behavior analysts 

to define the contingencies upon which reinforcement will be delivered. The two basic 

schedules of reinforcement are continuous and intermittent. During a continuous 

schedule, reinforcement is delivered after each response. During an intermittent 

schedule, reinforcement is delivered on some, but not all, occurrences of the target 

response. Intermittent schedules can be described more specifically as interval or ratio 

schedules. There are four main reinforcement contingencies delivered intermittently: 

fixed ratio, fixed interval, variable ratio and variable interval (Cooper, et al., 2007). 

Fixed ratio schedules require that a behavior is reinforced after a set number of responses 
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have been emitted. Referring to an example of a salesperson, a fixed ratio schedule 

would require that 10 sales be made in order for the salesperson to earn a bonus. A fixed 

interval schedule requires a fixed amount of time to pass before a behavior is reinforced. 

A common example of this contingency is monthly pay periods. Variable ratio schedules 

reinforce behavior after an average number of responses has occurred. Playing the slot 

machines at a casino is a common behavior which is reinforced by a variable ratio 

schedule, the specific number of slot machine pulls which will be reinforced by a win 

varies. Behavior that is reinforced by a variable interval schedule is reinforced after a 

variable amount of time has passed following the occurrence of the target behavior. An 

example of this contingency is a person being praised by their boss, such praise is 

delivered after a variable duration of work, occurring on average once a week, but never 

consistently at the exact same day and time. 

Although these schedules seem quite straightforward, in reality individuals must 

almost always make a choice among multiple behaviors to emit. Moreover, each of those 

behaviors produces its own specific consequence or type of reinforcement. For example, 

at work the salesperson has the choice between calling Buyer One or Buyer Two to 

deliver his or her sales pitch. Each potential behavior has its own associated schedule of 

reinforcement. In other words, potential schedules of reinforcement are not presented to 

an individual one at a time. A concurrent schedule of reinforcement is a situation in 

which two or more schedules of reinforcement exist concurrently with one another. 

Cooper and colleagues (2007) further explained concurrent schedules as two schedules 

that are presented concurrently, presenting an organism with two contingencies of 

reinforcement, which operate independently and simultaneously with one another. An 
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example of this phenomenon is when a child is presented with the opportunity to earn 

allowance, contingent on completing household chores and homework. The child may 

choose to complete homework and/or chores in any order or distribute time between the 

two tasks in any way. Both schedules of reinforcement (for household chores and 

homework) are simultaneously available, but remain independent of one another. 

Another example of the presentation of concurrent schedules of reinforcement would be 

when an adult has the opportunity to choose between going to work and being paid or 

taking the day off of work to stay at home to watch television. Each behavior choice 

presents its own schedule of reinforcement. 

When there are multiple schedules to choose from, individuals have the option to 

alternate between behaviors which give access to varying schedules of reinforcement. 

An example of this is represented in a university attendance policy. A student might 

choose to stay home from class one day because they are feeling ill. They may be 

reinforced by the ability to rest and because the attendance policy allows for a certain 

number of absences from class. However, when the student is feeling well, they will 

choose to attend class for the reinforcing contingencies associated with being present 

during the lecture. 

Matching Law 

The allocation of behavior among concurrent schedules of reinforcement has been 

a topic of ABA research since the 1960s. Hernstein (1961) conducted seminal work in 

this field, identifying that the rate of reinforcement had a positive correlation with rates of 

behavior. In his study, Hernstein found that animals would match their response 

frequency between two behaviors to the relative frequency of reinforcement for each 
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behavior, regardless of any relationship between the two behaviors. Hernstein’s 

discovery in this particular study laid the foundation for what would become known as 

the matching law. The matching law states that the rate of responding typically be 

proportional to the rate of reinforcement received from each choice available (Hernstein, 

1961; Hernstein, 1970). The results of this discovery prompted further investigation on 

human choice-making behavior and how reinforcement schedules affect such behavior 

(Bannerman et al., 1990; Fisher & Mazur, 1997; Ragotzy et al., 1988; Sran & Borrero, 

2010). 

Factors of Effective Reinforcement 

Several factors have been identified that affect behavior allocation, or choice- 

making on concurrent schedules; these include the value and magnitude of the reinforcer 

offered within each schedule. Researchers have identified a trend in human behavior in 

which the rate of responding across simultaneously presented choices is distributed in 

proportion to match the rate of reinforcement received from each available choice 

(Cooper, et al., 2007; Fisher & Mazur, 1997). For example, if behavior A is reinforced 

every five times it is emitted for one person and behavior B is reinforced, on average, 

every ten times it occurs for that same person, behavior A will increase in frequency in 

the future. This pattern of behavior is established because the person has learned, based 

on the reinforcement history of emitting these two behaviors, that behavior A will be 

reinforced more often than behavior B; therefore, behavior A will be emitted more 

frequently, thus matching the reinforcement rate. 

In addition to reinforcement rate, response effort also influences the choices 

between concurrent behaviors and related reinforcement schedules. Response effort 
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refers to how much behavior must be exhibited by an individual in order to produce a 

certain consequence. Behaviors which require minimal response effort (e.g. reading a 

magazine) might occur more frequently than those which demand much more effort (e.g. 

reading a technical manual). However, when the value or magnitude of a reinforcer is 

manipulated, the amount of effort an organism will emit in order to gain access to that 

particular reinforcer will also change to match the reinforcer (Hernstein, 1961; Hernstein, 

1970; Reed & Kaplan, 2011). 

The immediacy of reinforcer delivery has also been shown to play a part in an 

individual’s selection of concurrent schedules of reinforcement (Malott & Trojan Suarez, 

2004). If a reinforcer is not delivered within a certain range of time following the 

behavior, the chances of that stimulus being effective as a reinforcer are not high, 

especially when the response is disproportionate to the magnitude or size of the reinforcer 

being delivered. Schedules presented concurrently may deliver the same value or 

magnitude of reinforcement, but differ in the latency between response and delivery of 

reinforcement. 

In general, delaying access to reinforcement after the demonstration of a behavior 

will decrease the power of that stimulus as a reinforcer (DeLeon et al., 2014). Prior 

research has identified that individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities 

(IDD) prefer more immediate access to reinforcement so much so that even when 

presented with the option for a delayed, but larger magnitude of reinforcer, the individual 

will choose the smaller, immediate reinforcer (Dixon et al., 1998; Ragotzy, Blakely, & 

Poling, 1988). Although the general trend is a preference for immediate reinforcement, 

this preference may be influenced by other factors, such as the idiosyncratic qualities 
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associated with a particular reinforcer (DeLeon et al., 2014). Specifically, some activities 

that may serve as reinforcement have a distinct beginning, middle, and end; therefore, the 

reinforcer value may increase when access allows the individual to reach a preferred 

stopping point with the reinforcer. In other words, disruption of the continuity of the 

reinforcer may decrease its reinforcing value (Hackenberg & Pietras, 2000). For 

example, if access to a video game is the preferred reinforcer, the duration of access may 

not affect the quality of this stimulus as a reinforcer as much as the access to the video 

game being terminated precisely at the end of a game level. 

Delivery of Reinforcement 

Terminology describing the continuity of reinforcement delivery has varied across 

the literature. Both distributed and disfluent have been used to describe reinforcement 

schedules in which the individual receives several small increments of reinforcer access, 

while accumulated and fluent have been used to describe reinforcement schedules in 

which the larger magnitude is presented at the end of a longer duration of behavior 

(DeLeon et al., 2014; Fienup et al., 2011). 

Regardless of the manner in which reinforcement is delivered (distributed versus 

accumulated, for example) the specific stimulus being used as a reinforcer must produce 

an increase in the future occurrences of the target behavior in order to be considered 

effective. Many different methods for identifying effective reinforcers have been 

discovered in the literature in addition to a large body of research which supports the 

importance of identifying effective reinforcers to increase behaviors (DeLeon & Iwata, 

1996; Fisher et al., 1992; Kang et al., 2012; Kodak, Fisher, & Kisamore, 2009; Roane et 

al., 1998; Sran & Borrero, 2010). Studies have shown that providing clients with the 
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right to choose reinforcement is a helpful way to increase the efficacy of an intervention 

(Bannerman, Sheldon, Sherman, & Harchik, 1990; Sran & Borrerro, 2010). Current 

research has shown that identifying effective reinforcers can lead to an optimal learning 

environment for individuals with IDD (Sran & Borrero, 2010). Such environments can 

be further enhanced by expanding the literature to identify schedules which increase the 

learner’s rate of responding, as well as giving the learner the option to choose the way in 

which they learn. 

It is clear that researchers to date have identified several characteristics of 

reinforcement that influence whether a particular reinforcer will be effective. The 

magnitude and latency of delivery are major factors to consider when determining the 

effectiveness of a specific stimulus as a reinforcer. Another important factor to consider 

when identifying these procedures is the way in which the effective reinforcer is 

delivered. Little research has been conducted to identify ways to determine which 

schedules of reinforcement are most effective and most preferred by participants. From 

an applied standpoint, it might be a simple task to determine whether a reinforcer is of 

sufficient magnitude to be effective, and whether that reinforcer is being delivered in a 

span of time which is sufficient to relate to the behavior in question. However, further 

investigation is necessary to understand the features which make a particular stimulus 

more reinforcing when used in one reinforcement contingency and less reinforcing when 

presented in a second contingency of reinforcement. Furthering the research on 

concurrent schedules may lead to an increase in the efficacy of interventions and will 

help to generalize the procedures which identify clients’ preferences for different 

schedules of reinforcement. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Review of Literature 

Methods 

To gain a better understanding of the current literature regarding preference for 

schedules of reinforcement in which the magnitude of reinforcement was held constant, 

this review analyzed studies that examined the effectiveness of two or more schedules of 

reinforcement accompanied by a concurrent operant procedure to determine which of 

these schedules was most preferred by participants. The purpose of this review was to 

synthesize the current literature on schedule of reinforcement preferences in terms of 

participant characteristics, type of reinforcer used, and manipulation of reinforcement 

properties. 

Search Procedures 

A systematic electronic database search was conducted in Educational Resources 

Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) and PsycINFO. The terms distribute, discontinuous, 

continuous, accumulate, and concurrent chains were paired with work schedule and 

reinforcement schedule to create 10 search term pairs (e.g., distribute work schedule, 

discontinuous reinforcement schedule, etc.). The abstracts of resulting articles were 

reviewed to determine whether studies met inclusion criteria. A total of 3 studies were 

identified via the electronic database search. In order to identify additional articles that 

might meet inclusion criteria, an ancestry search was conducted on all articles that met 

inclusion criteria. No studies were identified via the ancestry. Finally, a hand search 
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through the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, the journal which published the initial 

articles, was conducted. Similarly, no studies were identified via the hand search. 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

In order to be included in this review, studies were required to adhere to the 

following four criteria: (a) the study conducted a concurrent operant procedure to identify 

preference among two or more reinforcement schedules in which the task, reinforcer, and 

reinforcer magnitude was held constant; (b) the study was conducted in an academic or 

clinic setting (vocational settings were excluded); (c) participants were humans, 18 years 

of age or younger; and (d) the study was published in a peer reviewed journal. In regards 

to the third inclusion criteria, one study had three participants under the age of 18, while 

one participant was age twenty. Because the majority of participants fit the inclusion 

criteria, this study was included in the review. 

Data Extraction 

Data were obtained based on the following categories: (a) participant 

characteristics, (b) reinforcement characteristics, and (c) study outcomes. Participant 

characteristics included (a) the number of participants in each study, (b) participant 

gender, (c) participant age, and (d) diagnoses across participants. Preference assessment 

characteristics summarize the method of preference assessment utilized to identify 

reinforcement to be used in subsequent phases of each study. Reinforcement 

characteristics included (a) reinforcer identification, (b) reinforcer type, (c) reinforcement 

schedules implemented, and (d) use of a token economy. Study outcomes included the 
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rate of task completion under each reinforcement schedule as well as individual 

participants’ reinforcement schedule preference. 

Results 

Three studies were included in this review (DeLeon et al., 2014; Fienup, Ahlers, 

& Pace, 2011; Ward-Horner, Pittenger, Pace, & Fienup, 2014). Table 1 summarizes the 3 

studies that were analyzed in this review. 

Table 2.1 Characteristics of Studies Included in this Review 

Study Participants Reinforcement 
Characteristics 

Study Outcomes 

DeLeon et al., (2014) Male, 16, ASD, mild 

ID, disruptive behavior 
disorder 

Female, 20, PDD, 

stereotypic movement 

disorder with self- 

injury, moderate ID 
Male, 16, ASD, 

unspecified disturbance 

of conduct, bipolar 

disorder, mild ID 

Female, 15, PDD, 

disruptive behavior 

disorder, ADHD 

Reinforcers: Activity, 

edibles, praise 

Schedules: SI & LI 

All participants 

preferred LI with 

activity reinforcers. 

75% participants 

preferred LI with 

edible reinforcers. 

Fienup et al., (2011) One female 
Age 16 

LD and intractable 

seizures 

Reinforcers: Activity, 
praise 

Schedules; SI, LI, & no 

reinforcement 

Preferred LI 

Ward-Horner et al., 
(2014) 

One female 
Age 16 

PDD-NOS, ADHD, 

RAD, 

Neuropsychiatric 

syndrome 

Reinforcers:  Activity, 

praise 
Schedules: SI & LI 

Preferred LI except 
when the LI duration 

was decreased to 20% 

and 60% of total 

duration 
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Participants 

A total of six participants were included in the three identified studies, with a total 

of two males (33%) and four females (67%). Participants’ ages ranged from 13 to 20 

years. Two participants were diagnosed with autism, three were diagnosed with Pervasive 

Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS), three were diagnosed 

with an intellectual disability, two had an Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 

(ADHD) diagnosis, one was diagnosed with Reactive Attachment Disorder (RAD) and 

neuropsychiatric syndrome in addition to PDD-NOS, while one study’s participant’s 

diagnoses included disruptive behavior disorder, stereotypic movement disorder, 

disturbance of conduct disorder and bipolar disorder. 

Reinforcement Characteristics 

Reinforcement characteristics included (a) reinforcer type, (b) reinforcement 

schedules implemented, and (c) use of a token economy. Additionally, the literature was 

coded to determine how reinforcement schedules and work schedules were compared and 

the extent of reinforcer manipulation. 

Reinforcer identification. In order to identify individual reinforcers, a preference 

assessment was conducted in all studies (100%). DeLeon et al. (2014) used a paired- 

choice preference assessment, Fienup and colleagues (2011) utilized the multiple 

stimulus without replacement, while Ward-Horner et al. (2014) study implemented a 

free-operant preference assessment (Fisher, et al., 1992; DeLeon & Iwata, 1996; Roane, 

et al., 1998). The stimuli identified as the highest preferred were presented as potential 
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reinforcers, provided after task completion during the comparison of and assessment for 

preference for various reinforcement/work schedules. 

Reinforcer type. All studies (100%) utilized preferred activities (e.g., The Great 

States Junior Board Game with therapist) as potential reinforcers, providing access to the 

preferred activity after the completion of specified work tasks. One study (33%) also 

provided edibles as a potential reinforcer after the completion of work tasks (DeLeon et 

al., 2014). In addition, all studies (100%) provided attention in the form of verbal praise, 

therapist interaction (i.e. reciprocal game play), or physical gestures, such as high fives. 

It should be noted that 100% of studies utilized a combination of reinforcer types, 

including activity & social attention (i.e., playing a board game with therapist), or activity 

& edible reinforcement. For example, DeLeon et al. (2014) was interested in determining 

whether the preference for duration of reinforcement was different for edible reinforcers 

versus activity reinforcers, therefore the authors identified both highly preferred edibles 

(i.e., fruit snacks) and activities (i.e., going for a walk) to use as reinforcers. 

Reinforcement schedules. All three studies compared two or more schedules of 

reinforcement to identify whether participants preferred one type of schedule over the 

others. All studies (100%) compared short interval reinforcement and work schedules 

with long interval reinforcement and work schedules. Each study manipulated delivery 

of reinforcement for these two basic schedules in a unique way. 

DeLeon and colleagues (2014) first evaluated task completion rate under short 

interval and long interval reinforcement schedules. During both reinforcement schedules, 

simple tasks such as sorting office supplies and folding towels were presented. During 
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the short interval schedule, referred to as a distributed schedule in the study, the short 

duration of access to reinforcers (i.e., 30 seconds) were provided immediately after each 

response. However, in the long interval schedule, referred to as an accumulated schedule 

in the study, multiple responses were required before a long duration of reinforcer access 

(i.e., 5 minutes) was provided. The magnitude of reinforcement was held constant under 

both schedules. In other words, a participant could earn 10 short intervals (i.e., 30 

seconds) of reinforcement distributed throughout the work task, for a total of 5 minutes of 

reinforcement throughout the task under the short interval schedule or the participant 

would earn one long interval of reinforcement at the end of all tasks after completing the 

long interval schedule. Essentially, the only difference between the two schedules was 

how frequently reinforcement was delivered, not the total reinforcement duration being 

delivered. After evaluating the task completion rate under both schedules, DeLeon and 

colleagues evaluated the participants’ preference regarding the schedule of reinforcement 

options. 

Fienup et al., (2011) compared three potential work schedules. During the short 

interval schedule, referred to as a disfluent schedule, the participant was allowed to 

engage in a preferred activity, drawing on a white board, after the completion of each 

worksheet. During the long interval schedule, referred to as a fluent schedule, the 

participant was required to complete six worksheets before having a long period of time 

to engage in the same preferred activity. As in the study conducted by DeLeon and 

colleagues (2014), both schedules contained the same duration of reinforcement access, 

just that the short interval scheduled divided them into 6 equal sessions where the long 

interval included one long, uninterrupted access to the reinforcing activity. Fienup and 
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colleagues provided an additional schedule in which the participant was to complete all 

six worksheets, but would receive no access to the preferred activity for doing so. Fienup 

and colleagues evaluated the participant’s preference for each of these schedules, but 

unlike DeLeon et al. (2014), they did not evaluate task completion rate under the various 

schedules. 

Ward-Horner and colleagues (2014) also compared short interval, referred to as 

discontinuous work schedules in their study, and long interval, which were referred to as 

continuous, work schedules in their study. The participant could complete shorter 

worksheet tasks for small increments of reinforcement during the short interval, or longer 

worksheet tasks for one long reinforcement period at the completion of the tasks in the 

long interval. Similar to the other studies, Ward-Horner and colleagues initially 

maintained equal magnitude of reinforcement in both schedules. However, after 

evaluating preference for schedules in which magnitude was held constant, the magnitude 

of reinforcement was systematically altered. The reinforcement in the long interva l 

schedule was reduced to 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of that provided in the short interval 

in a systematic manner. Preference for schedules under the various magnitudes of 

reinforcement was evaluated, but task completion was not measured. 

Reinforcer delivery. One study (33%) implemented a token economy to identify 

the contingencies of reinforcement delivery (DeLeon et al., 2014). In this study, 

participants were trained on the use and exchange of tokens to gain access to 

reinforcement prior to implementation of the token economy. Of the remaining 67% of 

studies that did not utilize a token economy, a visual cue to signal task completion and 

subsequent reinforcement was implemented. For instance, in the study conducted by 
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Ward-Horner et al. (2014), each phase consisted of the participant completing 5 

worksheets and earning 10 minute access to a highly preferred activity. The participant 

was presented with varying schedules that described how the work and reinforcement 

would be delegated for each particular phase. In the short interval reinforcement phase 

(which consisted of one worksheet followed by 2 minute access to the reinforcer) the 

description presented in a single column down the center of the page and read as 

“worksheet,” followed by, “Candy Land 2 minutes,” directly under “worksheet.” 

Whereas in the long interval reinforcement phase, the column would first present the 

word, “Worksheet” five times, followed by the phrase, “Candy Land 2 minutes,” five 

times. 

Study Outcomes 

Two particular outcomes were of interest for this review: (a) the effect of 

reinforcement schedules on task completion, and (b) participants’ preference for 

reinforcement  schedules. 

Task completion. One of the three studies measured the effects of schedules on 

task completion. DeLeon and colleagues (2014) measured task completion by direct 

observation in order to determine the number of responses per minute across all 

conditions. The results concluded that highest rates of responding occurred in the long 

interval, or accumulated, reinforcement condition. The authors suggested that this might 

have been caused by the frequent breaks from work tasks in the short interval condition, 

or possibly because an increase in response rate allowed sooner access to the 

reinforcement period. Although the specific reason for an increased response rate in the 
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long interval condition is unknown, the authors did note that an accumulated arrangement 

of reinforcement may have greater value to the practitioner as it leads to a higher 

response rate than does a short interval or distributed schedule arrangement (DeLeon, et 

al., 2014). 

Schedule preference. The participants were introduced to the reinforcement 

schedules by the experimenter in forced-exposure sessions. In other words, the 

experimenter presented materials and the token economy (where applicable) to expose 

the participant to each schedule systematically before allow the participants to choose 

which schedule they wanted to use. In all three studies, the schedules were described to 

participants verbally, then represented in the concurrent operant procedure using cards 

that described the schedules with words or pictures images. Across the studies, 

participants generally favored long interval schedules. DeLeon and colleagues (2014) 

found that all four participants preferred long interval schedules when activities were 

selected as the reinforcer, and three of the four participants preferred long interval 

schedules when edibles were utilized as the reinforcer. Similarly, the participant in the 

study conducted by Fienup and colleagues (2011) preferred the long interval schedule. 

Finally when the magnitude of reinforcement was held constant for both schedules in 

Ward-Horner et al. (2014), the participant preferred the long interval schedule; however, 

when reinforcement duration in the LI was reduced to 60% or 40% of that offered in the 

short interval schedule, the short interval schedule was preferred. In other words, the 

participant preferred the long interval schedule even when it produced a smaller 

magnitude of reinforcement, but within boundaries. When the reinforcement was 60% or 
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less of the short interval reinforcement, the preference was effected in favor of the short 

interval schedule. 

Discussion 

Conclusions 

The database search conducted for this review produced three studies that used a 

concurrent operant procedure to determine preference for reinforcement and work 

schedules in individuals diagnosed with IDD. Although the specific attributes of the 

reinforcement and work schedules varied across each study, a common theme in the 

literature showed that overall, participants preferred to work for longer periods of time, 

while gaining access to larger reinforcement, in the form of duration, magnitude, or 

variability in the specific type of reinforcement that was used. Previous research suggests 

that individuals diagnosed with IDD often prefer a smaller, more immediate reinforcer 

when given the option between this and a larger, more delayed reinforcer (Dixon et al., 

1998; Ragotzy, Blakely, & Poling, 1988; DeLeon et al., 2014). However, Fienup and 

colleagues (2011) witnessed an interesting behavior pattern when a participant 

consistently chose the option of no reinforcement in a concurrent operant design, over the 

option of smaller, more frequent delivery of reinforcement throughout her work task. 

After further inquiry, Fienup et al. (2011) discovered that this participant actually 

preferred completing all work followed by a larger magnitude, or longer duration of 

reinforcement, void of interruptions. 

It is important to note that only one of the three studies included in this review 

deliberately measured the rate of task completion as a dependent variable (DeLeon et al., 
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2014). While the other two studies focused heavily on choice-making behavior during 

the concurrent operant procedure to determine participants’ preference for reinforcement 

schedule, DeLeon and colleagues (2014) also measured which schedule produced the 

most efficient response rate. Although it is important to identify the preferred schedule 

of individuals with IDD, this information would not be as beneficial if the most preferred 

schedule was the schedule which allowed the individual to complete the least amount of 

work. 

Various methods to communicate reinforcement contingencies during the 

concurrent choice assessment were presented. Verbal instruction was used to describe 

reinforcement contingencies in addition to specifically designed stimulus (i.e. math 

worksheets with only one problem for short interval; math worksheets with 10 problems 

for long interval), and cards with pictures depicting the schedule. For example, the 

method used in addition to a verbal instruction to communicate the reinforcement 

contingencies in the concurrent preference assessment used by Ward-Horner and 

colleagues (2014) was that the task and reinforcer arrangements were written on cards, on 

which each word represented a specific amount of time or a certain number of 

worksheets. In other words, the short interval schedule displayed the word “worksheet” 

written once, immediately preceding the phrase “Candy Land 2 minutes,” indicating that 

the participant was required to complete one worksheet, and would then be allowed to 

play the game Candy Land for 2 minutes. Identifying a way to communicate 

reinforcement contingencies without the use of written directives would be highly 

beneficial to those working with individuals with IDD, who may not possess the skill to 

read such directives. Additionally, the participants in all three studies showed at least a 
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basic level of functional communication and were able to understand vocal directives to 

distinguish the types of schedules they could choose from. When working with clients 

who have limited functional communication skills, it is important to utilize interventions 

which can be easily discriminated and identified in the absence of such skills. 

Another important consideration worth noting is that only DeLeon et al. (2014) 

used a token economy to show participants how reinforcement would be delivered. The 

authors in this study used a token economy during the long interval sessions. It was not 

used in the short interval condition (with the exception of one participant), which may 

have played a part in why the long interval condition was preferred. To date, there has 

been no research on the comparison of, or preference for two reinforcement schedules 

combined with a token economy across both conditions in children diagnosed with ASD 

who possess limited functional communication skills that uses clearly identifiable 

discriminations. It is unknown whether children who possess limited communication 

skills would be able to differentiate between two reinforcement schedules by utilizing a 

easily distinguishable (i.e. color-coded) token economy, and that those children would 

identify a preference for one schedule over the other, after being exposed to the two 

schedules  concurrently. 

Limitations of the Literature Review 

This review of the literature was completed with some limitations that should be 

noted. The limited number of identified studies must be taken into consideration as this 

review only identified three such studies in the literature. Further, some studies were 

excluded due to the age range of participants and the instructional setting which 

comprised two of the inclusion criteria. Although this study focused on participants 
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under the age of 18, other studies may have been conducted, which identified a 

preference for contingencies of reinforcement in older participants diagnosed with IDD in 

a vocational setting. 

Gaps in the Literature 

Although the initial search terms produced a large number of studies (2073) 

which examined the effects of reinforcement schedules, only three of these studies 

exposed human participants to two or more schedules of reinforcement in which 

magnitude of reinforcement was held constant, but the distribution of that reinforcement 

was altered and then attempted to identify the preferred schedule of each participant after 

exposure. In order to extend the literature on discovering methods that identify 

individuals’ preference for schedules of reinforcement, and which schedules of 

reinforcement are most efficient, it may be beneficial to extend the current research to 

include participants who are diagnosed with ASD and who possess limited functional 

communication. It may be of further benefit to identify and incorporate characteristics of 

concurrent schedules which are easily distinguishable for individuals who may not easily 

comprehend vocal directives, or possess the ability to read a written schedule. 

The current study replicated and extended the procedures outlined in DeLeon et 

al., (2014) by introducing a token economy that clearly identifies the work requirement 

and reinforcement contingencies for both the short interval and long interval 

reinforcement schedules by utilizing color-coded token boards for each schedule. This 

was followed by a concurrent operant procedure to determine whether participants were 

able to differentiate between the two schedules and identify a preference for one. 

Additionally, the efficacy of each schedule were evaluated by measuring task completing 
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in both schedules to determine whether the response rate is altered based on the delivery 

of reinforcement schedule. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Method 

Procedures 

Participants 

Participants were recruited at a university-affiliated ABA clinic that provides 

ABA-related services to children diagnosed with ASD for two hours per week by trained 

graduate students who are under the supervision of a Board Certified Behavior Analyst 

(BCBA). Three males, diagnosed with ASD were recruited, ranging from 5 to 6 years of 

age. The Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS) was administered with each 

participate to determine the severity of each participant’s autism diagnosis. Table 3.1 

displays participant characteristics, reinforcers used for the study, and a description of 

tasks used for each individual. Pseudonyms were used for participants to protect 

confidentiality. 

Samuel is a five-year old male, diagnosed with ASD who communicates vocally 

using three to four-word sentences or screaming to communicate. Samuel scored a total 

of 39 on the CARS assessment, which indicates a severe level of ASD. Matthew is a 

five-year old male, diagnosed with ASD. He communicates using one or two word 

utterances. A score of 38 on the CARS assessment resulted in an ASD diagnosis in the 

severe range. Seth is a six-year old male, diagnosed with ASD and speech impairment 

(SI). He presents with limited verbal communication, using one word utterances or 

crying to communicate and has a CARS score of 40, indicating a severe autism diagnosis. 
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Informed consent was obtained in writing from the parents or guardians of all 

participants. 

Setting 

Sessions for this study were conducted at a university-affiliated ABA clinic in 

private therapy rooms either directly before or after the participant’s regularly scheduled 

twice-weekly therapy session. Each room at the clinic contained a table and two or three 

chairs in addition to a sink, counter space, and cabinets in one corner. Session materials, 

reinforcers, and edibles were brought in for each session from a general location at the 

clinic. During sessions, participants sat in a chair at the table facing the primary 

investigator who delivered task specific instructions and reinforcement based on the 

schedules utilized in the study. 

Materials 

Token boards were constructed from blue and yellow file folders (figure A.8. and 

A.9.). Velcro squares were placed on the front of each file folder to correspond with the 

matching schedule. The token board used for the long interval schedule had 10 Velcro 

squares fixed to the front, while the token board used during the short interval schedule 

contained one Velcro square. Tokens were comprised of small, laminated squares fixed 

with Velcro on the back which allowed for the experimenter to place each token on the 

board after it was earned. Activity reinforcers were identified via a paired-choice 

preference assessment prior to sessions and were located in the room, but out of view 

from the participant. (Fisher et al., 1992) The selected reinforcer was presented 

immediately after the required number of tokens was earned during each session. 
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Additional materials used during the study included items specific to each participants’ 

work task. Table 3.1 includes a description of the work tasks, including instructions and 

correct response definitions, used for each participant. 

Table 3.1 Participant Characteristics and Task Description 

Participant Age CARS 

Score 

Reinforcers Work task Description of 

task 

Target 

response 

Samuel 5 39 Trampoline, Matching-to- Pictures of A correct 
Severe Play-Doh ©, sample household items, response 

Autism iPad © food, animals, occurred 

vehicles were when Samuel 
laid out on the 

table and 
successfully 
matched the 

Samuel was card he was 

given one card given with the 

that was similar, corresponding 

but not identical card on the 

to one of the table 

items 

Matthew 5 38 Squishy Tacting A picture of a A response 

Severe bears, action cards gross motor was counted as 

Autism Bubbles, movement (i.e. correct when 

therapy sand jumping, Matthew 

clapping, emitted the 

swinging, correct action 

climbing) was word to 

presented and describe the 

participant was picture he saw 

instructed to 
“Name the 

action.” 

Seth 6 40 iPad ©, Manding for A bead stringing A response 

Severe See & Say item needed activity was was counted as 

Autism ©, to finsish a used to praticice correct and 

Bubbles task fine motor skills reinforced if 

and to increase Seth said, 

independent “bead” in 

mands.  A string order to gain 

was placed on access to the 

the table, but the materials 

beads were kept needed to 

out of reach complete his 

task 
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Measurement 

Data collection. Each session was five minutes in length. Observational data was 

recorded live by a trained graduate student. In addition, 90% of sessions were recorded 

via video camera in order to measure treatment integrity and interobserver agreement at a 

later time. A frequency count was used to measure responses during each session using 

paper-and-pencil recording. Responses per minute was calculated by dividing the total 

number of correct responses by the number of minutes in each session (e.g. 5 minutes) to 

generate an average response rate per session. 

Interobserver agreement. In order to ensure that data collection measures were 

consistently executed, data collectors were trained to collect data prior to the start of this 

project. This process included training on the operational definition of target behavior for 

each participant, or what a correct response would be; examples and non-examples of 

target behavior were provided. Finally, a role play activity was conducted in order for 

data collectors to demonstrate the ability to collect data with 90% interobserver 

agreement across 2 consecutive observations. 

In order to ensure the accuracy of each independent data collectors’ measurement 

during observation, interobserver agreement was obtained. Comparing the observed 

values reported by trained data collectors allows for the experimenter to ensure that the 

observed behavior was being recorded consistently.  Interobserver agreement was 

measured throughout the study. At least two observers independently collected data for 

73% of sessions. Interobserver agreement was calculated by dividing the smaller number 

of total occurrences by the larger number of total occurrences and multiplying the 

quotient by 100% (Kennedy, 2005, p. 115). IOA across participants was 97%. 
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Procedures. The experimental procedures consisted of 3 main phases, (a) Pre- 

experimental, (b) Experiment one, and (c) Experiment two. The pre-experimental phase 

consisted of the experimenter obtaining information about which activities are most 

highly preferred by the participants through therapist interview and preference 

assessment, as well as token training. Experiment One measured the response rate of 

participants during both reinforcement schedules to evaluate the efficacy of each 

schedule, while experiment two consisted of forced-exposure and concurrent choice trials 

to determine the preference of participants for each schedule. Procedures were similar to 

those of DeLeon et al., (2014) with the exception of the token training phase, which, in 

this study, utilized two, color-coded token economies to assist in schedule differentiation 

for participants. 

Pre-experimental  Phase 

Reinforcer identification.  In order to identify highly preferred activities for each 

participant, therapists were interviewed to obtain a list of 10 most requested and preferred 

activities. These activities were then presented to participants using the procedures 

outlined by Fisher et al. (1992) to identify the three highest preferred stimuli. 

Token training. Token training consisted of participants completing a task 

selected via therapist interview and being reinforced for response of the task using a 1:1 

reinforcement schedule. At the beginning of each token training session, the participant 

was asked to choose a reinforcer by selecting from pictures of the three highest preferred 

stimuli identified in the preference assessment. Participants could either name the item 

vocally, or touch the picture in order to select a reinforcer. The selected picture was then 
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placed next to the token board on the table in front of the participant. This served as a 

visual cue to teach the participant the reinforcement contingencies associated with each 

schedule. When training the short interval schedule the participant completed one 

response, was given descriptive, verbal praise, while a token was placed on the token 

board, then was immediately provided with 30 second access to the previously selected, 

highest preferred activity. During the long interval schedule, participant received one 

token and descriptive verbal praise (e.g. “Good job matching, you earned a token!”) for 

each response. The session continued until the participant had earned ten tokens, or until 

five minutes had elapsed, whichever came first. After this, they were given access to the 

reinforcer for the total earned duration. Token training exposed participants to the use of 

a token economy prior to the implementation of the experimental conditions. The use of 

token economies has been supported in the literature as an effective, evidence based 

procedure as a systematic way to deliver positive reinforcement (Wong et al., 2014). 

Token training provided the experimenter with the opportunity to condition the tokens as 

reinforcement by pairing the receipt of tokens during work task to the delivery of 

reinforcement, once a predetermined number of tokens had been received. 

Experiment One 

Baseline. During baseline, participants were required to complete a task that was 

a current therapy goal. Tasks were recommended by each individual’s ABA therapist, 

were part of their therapy program, and possessed an identifiable start and stopping point 

to ensure a clearly defined target response during data collection. An example of such a 

task was a bead stringing activity, which was used for Seth, in which the target goal was 

to increase the individual’s ability to request for a missing item in order to complete a 
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task. The discriminative stimulus was the experimenter providing the participant with the 

string, but no beads and the target response was the participant independently saying 

“bead,” in order to obtain a bead to complete the task. Each baseline session lasted a 

duration of 5 minutes and the participant was provided with instructions related to their 

specific task. For example, Seth was provided with the directive, “You can ask for the 

beads.” If the participant emitted the target response, no consequences were delivered. 

Each instance a vocal request for beads was emitted, a correct response was recorded, but 

no consequences were delivered. 

Short interval schedule. During the short interval reinforcement condition, the 

participant was prompted to select one of three pictures of a highly preferred activity. 

After the participant selected a reinforcer, the appropriate token board was placed on the 

table and the session began. The experimenter delivered the task specific instructions 

only once at the beginning of the session. A brief description of the schedule 

contingencies was given as well. For example, “when you do your work, you will earn a 

token and get 30 seconds to play with [activity].” Contingent on the participant emitting 

one response, the experimenter placed the token on the token board and immediately 

provided 30 second access to the selected activity. The session timer was stopped during 

reinforcement periods to ensure that the opportunity to emit the target response was held 

constant across all sessions at a maximum of five minutes duration. 

Long interval schedule. During the long interval reinforcement condition, the 

participant was prompted to select one of three pictures of a highly preferred activity. 

After the participant selected a reinforcer, the appropriate token board was placed on the 
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table and the session began. The experimenter delivered the task specific instructions 

only once at the beginning of the session. A brief description of the schedule 

contingencies was given as well, such as “when you do your work, you will earn a token. 

After you earn all ten tokens, you get to play with [activity] for five minutes.” After each 

response, a token was placed on the token board. Sessions ended after five minutes, or 

once ten responses were complete, whichever came first. At the end of each session, the 

experimenter gave the participant access to the reinforcer selected based on the number 

of tokens earned. Each token was worth 30 s of access to the activity. So, if the 

participant earned 7 tokens in one five minute session, he would be given 3.5 minute 

access to the activity, but if he earned 10 tokens, would be given 5 minute access to the 

activity. 

Experiment  Two 

The second experiment was comprised of a concurrent-chains analysis to identify 

whether a preference could be determined for one of the two reinforcement schedules 

participants were exposed to in experiment one. Each session consisted of two forced- 

exposure sessions, followed by five presentations of the reinforcement schedules. 

Forced-exposure trials. The first two presentations consisted of forced-exposure 

to each schedule. The token boards were placed in front of the participant on the table 

and the participant was prompted to select the board associated with one of the schedules. 

Upon selection, a schedule specific session began, as described in experiment one. 

During the short interval forced-exposure trial, the participant was given the opportunity 

to complete responses as in the first experiment. After the completion of each task, a 
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token was placed on the token board and the participant was given 30s access to the 

selected reinforcer. The session was terminated at the end of the five minute time period. 

In the long interval forced exposure trial, the participant was given the opportunity to 

emit 10 responses then earn a token after each task with a reminder that once all tokens 

had been earned, they would receive X amount of time with selected reinforcer. 

Choice-trials. After both forced exposure trials were complete, a series of five 

choice trials were conducted in which both token boards representing the two schedules 

were placed on the table in front of the participant. Participants were then prompted to 

make a choice from the two schedules. A choice was defined as the participant touching 

the token board depicting the corresponding schedule (DeLeon et al., 2014). The 

participant could also select the board by asking for the number of minutes associate with 

each schedule, as Samuel did by requesting, “five minutes.” After selection of a 

schedule, a five minute session consisting of the contingencies associated with the 

selected schedule commenced. Procedures were identical to those outlined in the first 

experiment for both schedules. 

Treatment  Integrity 

In order to ensure that the independent variable was implemented correctly 

throughout the experiment, procedures were carried out to measure treatment integrity. 

To ensure that procedures were being carried out consistently and accurately, treatment 

integrity was measured across sessions using a checklist criterion, which outlined the 

specific procedures the experimenter would follow during each session (see appendix B). 

All sessions were recorded via video camera to allow for observers to measure treatment 
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integrity at a later date. Treatment integrity data was collected for 98% of sessions. 

Through analysis of the video recordings of these sessions, utilizing the checklists 

specific to the procedures for this study, treatment integrity was carried out with 99% 

accuracy during sessions across all participants. 

Experimental Design 

A multi-element with reversal design was used to analyze the initial results of 

participants’ response rate in the forced-exposure trials during experiment one, where A 

was the baseline condition and B consisted of a multi-element comparison of the short 

and long interval reinforcement schedules. Selection of schedules was recorded as a 

third, “C” condition on the same graph as experiment two. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Results 

Experiment One 

Baseline 

Baseline sessions continued until a stable trend was established in responding for 

each participant. Data were graphed on a line graph and bar graph for visual analysis. 

Samuel’s mean rate of responding in baseline was 0.4 responses per minute (range 0 – 

0.8). Figure 1 in Appendix A depicts Samuel’s responding across all conditions. 

Matthew’s mean rate of responding during baseline conditions was .49 (range .13 – .85). 

Seth emitted a mean of 0.2 responses per minute during baseline sessions (range .15 – 

.25). 

Short Interval and Long Interval Schedules 

The short and long interval schedules used in this study were alternated across 

participants. Seth and Matthew began with the long interval schedule while Samuel 

began with the short interval schedule. Additionally, each session began with the 

alternate schedule so that participants did not develop a preference or become 

accustomed to a specific routine. An example of the alternating schedule with Seth was 

that on day 1, he began with the long interval schedule, therefore on day 2, he started 

with the short interval schedule. 
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Two of the three participants demonstrated markedly lower rates of responding in 

the short interval schedule, relative to the long interval schedule. Samuel’s mean rate of 

responding in the long interval schedule was 6.9 (range: 3.9 – 10.8). Whereas his mean 

rate of responding decreased in the short interval schedule to 1.7 (range: 0.8 – 2.8). 

Additionally Matthew’s mean rate of responding in the long interval schedule was 5.6 

(range, 3.4 – 7.8). His mean rate of responding decreased in the short interval schedule to 

2.6 (range, 1.3 – 3.8). Samuel’s rate of responding decreased from the long interval 

schedule to the short interval schedule as well. Seth’s mean rate of responding in the 

long interval schedule was 2.51 (range: 1.53 – 3.8), while the mean rate in the short 

interval schedule was .32 (range: 0.2 – 0.45). 

Experiment Two 

Concurrent Choice Analysis 

Samuel selected the short interval schedule by indicating he wanted to earn “one 

token,” with an average response rate of .25 responses per minute for the first two choice 

selections. During the last three choice opportunities he selected the long interval 

schedule indicating that he wanted “five minutes” on the iPad. The average response rate 

during the three choice trials for Samuel in which the long interval schedule was selected 

was 10.8 responses per minute. Both of these mean rates of responding were consistent 

with those seen in Experiment One. Matthew selected the long interval schedule three 

times, while selecting the short interval schedule twice during the concurrent choice 

analysis, indicating a preference for the long interval schedule. However, rate of 

responding decreased in comparison to the concurrent schedule sessions in experiment 1. 

Seth did not make any choice responses during the concurrent choice analysis. This 
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resulted in a rate of zero responses per minute for all choice conditions, given that each 

session was terminated if the participant did not make a choice. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Discussion 

Conclusions 

Experiment One 

Across all participants, mean rate of responding was highest in the long interval 

condition. These findings suggest that individuals with significant developmental delays 

who possess limited vocal verbal communication have the ability to perform more 

effectively under contingencies that do not provide immediate access to highly preferred 

stimuli. These results are consistent with those found by DeLeon and Colleagues (2014) 

that individuals diagnosed with IDD consistently produce a higher rate of responding in 

the accumulated, or long interval, reinforcement condition. There are several possible 

factors that contribute to a higher response rate in the long interval schedule. One 

possibility is the fact that the long interval schedule provides the opportunity for 

behavioral momentum to be established. In other words, during the long interval 

schedule, the individual is provided with the opportunity to engage in a series of 

responses to gain access to reinforcement. Because access to reinforcement is dependent 

on a series of behaviors being emitted, rather than a single response, a momentum is 

established which increases the rate at which responses occur, in order to gain quicker 

access to reinforcement. Literature on response rates has shown behavioral momentum 

to be an effective way to increase responding for low probability requests such as 
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difficult tasks, and appears to translate to an increase in response rate for multiple 

responses within the same class (Mace & Belfiore, 1990; Mace et al., 1988). 

A question that emerged in the study conducted by DeLeon and colleagues (2014) 

was whether the higher response rate in the accumulated reinforcement schedule was a 

result of the presence of a token economy in this condition. DeLeon and colleagues 

(2014) did present a token economy to one participant in the short interval condition, but 

did not do so across all participants. The current study used a token economy in both the 

short and long interval schedules, suggesting that the use of a token economy alone does 

not produce a higher response rate, regardless of the current schedule of reinforcement. 

The use of a token economy may present practitioners with the opportunity to provide 

continuous reinforcement that does not take away from instructional time, but provides 

the client with a signal that a highly preferred reinforcer is forthcoming. Additionally, it 

may act as a visual cue to suggest that the amount of time that must pass before 

reinforcement is not fixed. For example, if an individual is not provided with the 

opportunity to gain access to reinforcement until five minutes has elapsed, they are 

unlikely to emit any behavior until nearer to the end of the five minute period. On the 

other hand, if reinforcement is available regardless of the passage of time, and is 

contingent on a certain number of responses, a higher response rate per minute is likely. 

It is hypothesized that the token economy provides a visual cue, which signals the 

availability of reinforcement, contingent on a fixed number of responses. For individuals 

with ASD and significant developmental delays, providing verbal instructions may not 

prove sufficient in communicating the contingencies associated with such a schedule of 
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reinforcement. However, the presentation of a visual cue, such as a token economy, may 

prove to be an effective way to communicate such contingencies to this population. 

The findings of Experiment One provide helpful information to practitioners 

regarding the schedules under which individuals with severe ASD and significant 

developmental delays, including limited functional communication work most efficiently. 

The results of this study suggest that the long interval schedule of reinforcement is the 

most effective schedule, as it consistently produced a higher rate of responding. This 

information can be beneficial to those who work with individuals with ASD. Due to the 

design of the long interval schedule, its use may provide more time to engage in learning 

opportunities, as the time required to shift between work tasks and reinforcement periods 

decreases significantly. Previous research suggests that individuals with severe IDD lack 

self-control and require immediate reinforcement in order to increase responses rates 

during work tasks (Dixon et al, 1998; Fienup et al, 2011; Ragotzy et al, 1988). There 

have been a small number of studies recently which suggest that such individuals may be 

able to exhibit self-control when access to highly preferred stimuli is systematically 

controlled and delivered through the use of a token economy (Deleon et al, 2014; Fienup 

et al, 2011; Ward-Horner et al, 2014). The current study supports these recent findings 

suggesting that individuals diagnosed with ASD who possess limited functional 

communication may work more effectively when presented with the opportunity to 

complete a greater amount of work in one segment of time, followed by a longer duration 

of reinforcement upon completion of that work. 
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Experiment Two 

Two participants selected the long interval schedule over the short interval 

schedule three out of five times, indicating a preference for the long interval schedule. 

One participant (Seth) did not select either schedule during the analysis. As a result, a 

preference for one schedule was not apparent for this participant. The results of the 

concurrent choice analysis suggest that individuals with a severe ASD diagnosis and 

limited communication skills may have a preference when selecting how they are to 

complete their work. However it may take a longer duration to identify this preference 

for some individuals within this population, which may have been the case with Seth. It 

is worth noting that all participants in the current study were able to select preferred items 

during a preference assessment. In other words, they were able to make a choice between 

two tangible stimuli. Choosing between two reinforcement schedules involves choice 

between abstract options, rather than tangible items, thus possibly proving to be more 

challenging. Because of this, some individuals may require more time to gain the skills 

needed to select a work schedule that, upon selection, does not provide immediate 

reinforcement, but rather a specific schedule that signifies how they will complete work 

to gain access to reinforcement. 

Although a preference for one schedule did not emerge for Seth, the findings of 

this study contribute positively to the current literature on concurrent schedules. Because 

Samuel and Matthew both selected the long interval schedule the majority of the time, it 

appears that these participants did develop a preference throughout the study. These 

results suggest that individuals with ASD and significant developmental delays, who 

possess limited functional communication skills may be able to communicate their 
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preference for a schedule of work when they are given the opportunity to do so. 

Presenting the schedules of reinforcement with color-coded token economies appears to 

have provided participants a way to differentiate easily among schedules, which then 

gave them the opportunity to identify and communicate their preferred schedule. 

It is important to note that the preferred schedule was also the schedule that 

produced the highest rate of responding. These findings provide valuable information to 

therapists and practitioners on the benefit of utilizing specific schedules of reinforcement. 

The correlation identified within the long interval schedule of reinforcement as the most 

effective and highest preferred among the majority of participants is an extremely 

beneficial discovery, as it shows that the most effective schedule may even be the highest 

preferred schedule for participants. These findings warrant further exploration to 

promote a more thorough understanding of schedule preferences within this population. 

Another interesting finding within the results of this study was the fact that Samuel 

produced the highest rate of responding during the concurrent choice analysis. In other 

words, when he was provided the opportunity to select which schedule he wanted to use, 

responding increased to an even higher rate. This finding is consistent with previously 

literature on choice responding with individuals who are typically developing and 

individuals with IDD, that when given the opportunity to make a choice, overall 

responding and on-task behavior will typically increase (Fisher et al., 1997; Schmidt, 

Hanley, & Layer, 2009; Sran & Borrero, 2010). Although Seth did not make a selection 

during the concurrent choice analysis, his response rate increased as well in the second 

forced-exposure condition. This may have been a reflection of having the opportunity to 
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choose as well, although his choice selection was not made independently, but was 

prompted. 

Knowing that individuals diagnosed with ASD who have significant 

developmental delays are able to work for longer periods with the addition of the token 

economy supports the use of a token economy for this population. This study expanded 

the findings of the study by DeLeon and colleagues (2014) to include participants of a 

significantly younger age. The fact that young children diagnosed with severe ASD and 

possess limited functional communication abilities might be able to identify a preference 

for a specific reinforcement or work schedule would be valuable information for parents 

and educators. Moreover, it is beneficial to know there is a possibility that these 

individuals are able to communicate which schedule is most preferred. Generalizing the 

effectiveness of different schedules of reinforcement to a variety of individuals is 

important to identify the ideal contingencies under which specific populations are able to 

complete work tasks. 

Limitations 

There were some limitations associated with this study to consider. The 

functioning level of the participants who took part in this study may have prevented them 

from being able to make a choice regarding the specific work and reinforcement schedule 

they prefer, therefore it was not clearly determined which schedule participants preferred, 

even though the most effective schedule was identified across all participants. Another 

limitation is that the stimuli used for reinforcement in this study catered to the qualities of 

the schedules utilized. Specifically, the only activities presented to participants as 
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possible reinforcers were those that a person might reasonably engage in for 30 s or 5 min 

as reinforcing stimuli. Stimuli that lose reinforcing effectiveness in some situations may 

produce a different effect on participant responding. For example, individuals may not 

be willing to work for ten tokens to earn five minutes to consume a single edible, as the 

time required to consume the edible could be obtained by completing one response in the 

short interval schedule for 30 seconds of time. Using a variety of topographies of 

reinforcing stimuli may produce different results with the same participants. Moreover, 

using reinforcers of different values, such as moderately preferred or low preferred 

stimuli may alter the results of this study as well. A third limitation of this study was the 

amount of time given to participants to understand the contingencies associated with each 

schedule and the concurrent choice analysis. It may be that, given the level of severity 

associated with each participant’s ASD diagnosis, a longer exposure time to each 

schedule may have produced a higher level of differentiation between schedules and a 

clear preference might have emerged for Seth, in addition to Matthew and Samuel. 

Future Research

Several areas of research will contribute to a better understanding of schedule of 

reinforcement for individuals with ASD who possess limited functional communication 

skills. It would be beneficial to conduct a longer concurrent choice analysis in order to 

identify a preference for one schedule after continued exposure. Additionally, as 

mentioned previously, manipulating the reinforcing stimuli utilized in these concurrent 

choice procedures may be of importance to promote further understanding regarding the 

specific contingencies related to preferred schedules. 
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The current study identified that individuals diagnosed with severe ASD and 

possess limited functional communication produce a higher rate of responding while 

utilizing a long interval schedule of reinforcement and that they prefer this schedule of 

reinforcement. The findings of this study contribute to the literature on concurrent 

schedules of reinforcement and choice responding in individuals with intellectual and 

developmental disabilities as it replicated and extended the procedures of DeLeon and 

colleagues (2014). The results of this study support the theory that individuals with IDD 

are able to exhibit self-control when access to a highly preferred stimulus is withheld and 

a token economy is utilized to provide continuous reinforcement. 
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APPENDIX A 

Figures 
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Figure A.1 Samuel’s responses per minute across baseline, long and short interval 
conditions for experiment 1 and 2. 
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Figure A.3 Matthew’s responses per minute across baseline, long and short interval 
conditions for experiment 1 and 2 
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Figure A.4 Matthew’s mean rate of responding for all conditions 
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Figure A.5 Seth’s responses per minute across baseline, long and short interval conditions 

for experiment 1 and 2. Final two data points represent the additional forced-exposure 

sessions that were presented after Seth made no choice during the concurrent choice 

analysis. 
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Figure A.6 Seth’s mean rate of responding for all conditions 
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Figure A.7 Flowchart of experimental procedures 
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Figure A.8 Token board used during the long interval reinforcement schedule conditions 
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Figure A.9 Token board used during the long interval reinforcement schedule conditions 
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APPENDIX B 

Data Sheets 

Data Sheet B.1. 

Frequency count of Responses per Minute 

Date: 

______________________ 

Time: 

______________________ 

Primary Coder: 

______________ 

Secondary Coder: 

____________ 

Participant:  ________________ Condition: 

___________________ 

1 2 3 4 5 

Number of Responses: 

_________ 

Total 

Duration:_______________ 
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Data Sheet B.2. 

Treatment Integrity Checklist: Experiment one – Short interval schedule 

Correc 

t 

Incorre 

ct 

1. Allows 10

seconds for 

selection of 

reinforcer 

2. Delivers

schedule-specific 

instructions at the 

beginning of each 

trial. 

“You can do [task] if you 

want to. When you do your 

work, you will earn a token 

and get 30 seconds to play 

with [activity].” 

3. Within 3s of

response, places 

token on token 

board and delivers 

30s access to 

reinforcement 

4. After 30s,

removes 

reinforcement and 

immediately begins 

the next trial until 

termination of 

session 
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Data Sheet B.3. 

 

 
Procedural Fidelity Checklist: Experiment one – Long interval schedule 

 

 
1. Allows 10 seconds for 

selection of reinforcer 

2. Delivers schedule- 

specific instructions at the 

beginning of each trial. 

 
 

3. Within 3s of response, 

places token on token board. 

4. At end of session, 

delivers earned duration of 

reinforcement 

 

 

 
“You can do [task] if you want to. 

When you do your work, you will 

earn one token. You will get 

[activity] after you have earned 

all ten tokens.” 

Correct Incorrect 
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Data sheet B.4. 

Procedural Fidelity Checklist: Experiment two – Forced-exposure trials 

1. Places both schedules

on the table and uses a 

full-physical prompt to 

force-select one of the 

two schedules 

2. Allows 10 seconds for

selection of reinforcer 

3. Delivers schedule- 

specific instructions at 

the beginning of each 

trial. 

4. Within 3s of

response, places token 

on token board and 

delivers schedule 

specific instructions 
5. Continues following

procedures until all ten 

tokens have been earned 

“You can do [task] if you want to. 

When you do your work, you will 

earn a token and get 30 seconds to 

play with [activity].” 

Or 

“You can do [task] if you want to. 

When you do your work, you will 

earn one token. You will get 

[activity] after you have earned all 

ten tokens.” 

Delivers 30s access to reinforcement 

Or 

Moves on to next trial 

Ends trial 

Or 

Delivers long-interval accumulated 

reinforcement 

Correct Incorrect 
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Data sheet B.5. 

Procedural Fidelity Checklist: Experiment two – Choice trials 

1. Places both schedules

on the table and directs 

participant to “choose 

one” 

2. Allows 10 seconds for

selection of reinforcer 

2. Delivers schedule- 

specific instructions at 

the beginning of each 

trial. 

3. Within 3s of

response, places token 

on token board and 

delivers schedule 

specific instructions 
4. Continues following

procedures until all ten 

tokens have been earned 

“You can do [task] if you want to. 

When you do your work, you will earn 

a token and get 30 seconds to play 

with [activity].” 

Or 

“You can do [task] if you want to. 

When you do your work, you will earn 

one token. You will get [activity] after 

you have earned all ten tokens.” 

Delivers 30s access to reinforcement 

Or 

Moves on to next trial 

Ends trial 

Or 

Delivers long-interval accumulated 

reinforcement 

Correct Incorrect 
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